WHEREAS It is the responsibility of each new ASUSU EC to establish their own House Rules for operation

WHEREAS The sooner we pass our own House Rules the more expedient our meeting will run

BE IT THEREFORE ENACTED That the drafted House Rules for 2005-2006 be passed by a majority vote and applied to our EC meetings.

Sponsors:

Nathan Putnam, Executive V.P.

Co-Sponsor

Quinn Millet, ASUSU President
ECB 06-03 HOUSE RULES 2005-2006 POLICY PAPER

**HISTORY:** Each year ASUSU EC is required to amend and pass new House Rules.

**POSITIVE:** Meeting are all run in a unified format. There will be as little disruption as possible and more focusing on fulfilling our elected responsibilities.

**NEGATIVE:** ASUSU EC members will not be able keep in contact with friends, families, boyfriends or girlfriends.